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The Impact of Echo Time Shifts and Temporal Signal
Fluctuations on BOLD Sensitivity in Presurgical Planning at 7 T
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Siegfried Trattnig, MD,* and Simon Daniel Robinson, PhD*
Objectives:Gradients in the static magnetic field caused by tissueswith differing
magnetic susceptibilities lead to regional variations in the effective echo time,
which modifies both image signal and BOLD sensitivity. Local echo time
changes are not considered in the most commonly used metric for BOLD sensi-
tivity, temporal signal-to-noise ratio (tSNR), but may be significant, particularly
at ultrahigh field close to air cavities (such as the sinuses and ear canals) and near
gross brain pathologies and postoperative sites.
Materials and Methods: We have studied the effect of local variations in echo
time and tSNR on BOLD sensitivity in 3 healthy volunteers and 11 patients with
tumors, postoperative cavities, and venous malformations at 7 T. Temporal
signal-to-noise ratio was estimated from a 5-minute run of resting state echo pla-
nar imaging with a nominal echo time of 22 milliseconds. Maps of local echo
time were derived from the phase of a multiecho GE scan. One healthy volunteer
performed 10 runs of a breath-hold task. The t-map from this experiment served
as a criterion standard BOLD sensitivity measure. Two runs of a less demanding
breath-hold paradigm were used for patients.
Results: In all subjects, a strong reduction in the echo time (from 22 milliseconds
to around 11 milliseconds) was found close to the ear canals and sinuses. These
regions were characterized by high tSNR but low t-values in breath-hold t-maps.
In some patients, regions of particular interest in presurgical planning were af-
fected by reductions in the echo time to approximately 13–15 milliseconds.
These included the primary motor cortex, Broca's area, and auditory cortex. These
regionswere characterized by high tSNR values (70 and above). Breath-hold results
were corrupted by strong motion artifacts in all patients.
Conclusions: Criterion standard BOLD sensitivity estimation using hypercapnic
experiments is challenging, especially in patient populations. Taking into consid-
eration the tSNR, commonly used for BOLD sensitivity estimation, but ignoring
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local reductions in the echo time (eg, from 22 to 11 milliseconds), would errone-
ously suggest functional sensitivity sufficient to map BOLD signal changes. It is
therefore important to consider both local variations in the echo time and temporal
variations in signal, using the product metric of these two indices for instance.
This should ensure a reliable estimation of BOLD sensitivity and to facilitate
the identification of potential false-negative results. This is particularly
true at high fields, such as 7 T and in patients with large pathologies and
postoperative cavities.

Key Words: BOLD sensitivity, clinical fMRI, presurgical planning,
local echo time, temporal signal-to-noise ratio, field inhomogeneities
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T he use of ultrahigh static magnetic field strength, such as B0 = 7 T,
provides high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), which in fMRI trans-

lates into an enhanced sensitivity to the BOLD effect.1–4 In addition,
the BOLD response also becomes more specific to microvasculature
rather than draining veins,5 improving the localization of activation.
Gradient-echo echo planar imaging (EPI), the sequence most commonly
used in fMRI, is, however, sensitive to local field inhomogeneities. This
increase with B0 is particularly noticable close to air/tissue interfaces and
is especially prominent in patients with large pathologies or postopera-
tive cavities. Because of these field variations, temporal SNR (tSNR)
and effective echo time (TE) are modified. This, in turn, influences
BOLD sensitivity, which can be defined as the ability to correctly
detect BOLD response from a signal change caused by a local
change in T2*.

6

Hypercapnic experiments such as breath-hold7 or inhalation of
CO2-enriched air8 cause a relatively homogenous increase of cerebral
blood flow, which induces a global BOLD signal change in gray matter.
Any local variations in t-maps obtained from such experiments should
thus correspond to local BOLD sensitivity change, independent of the
origin of this effect. Hypercapnic tasks are, however, very challenging,
especially for some patient populations.

The amplitude of BOLD signal change in fMRI is rather small:
at 7 T, the change can reach approximately 6% to 8%with primary sensory
tasks,4 but is substantially lower with cognitive9 and emotional tasks.10 To
detect such small temporal signal fluctuations from a limited number of
images with a reasonably high t-value threshold (ie, to avoid broad-
spread false-positive results), high tSNR is required.11 Temporal SNR
is defined as the voxel-wise mean signal over time divided by the signal
standard deviation, as an estimate of the noise. Temporal SNR, which
incorporates dynamic thermal, technical, and physiological noise
sources,12,13 is a widely used surrogate of BOLD sensitivity.14–19

The differing magnetic susceptibilities of tissues close to the
base of the brain, auditory canals, and frontal sinuses lead to regional
variation in B0.

20,21 In patient populations, additional B0 gradients arise
in the proximity of tumors, hemorrhages, metal implants, and postoper-
ative cavities.22 Strong local gradients in B0, that is, those that vary sub-
stantially within a voxel, cause signal dephasing and loss. Moderate B0
gradients, that is, those that are relatively constant within a voxel but
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vary macroscopically, shift the signal, leading to geometric distortions
in image space21 and changes in the effective TE. For EPI, variations
in TE are apparent in k-space as a shift in the position of the contributions
to the echo.23,24 Signal loss or shortening of the TE cause reduction in
BOLD sensitivity, which equates to a reduced ability to detect activation
and, potentially, to false-negative results.25–28 Serious clinical consequences
could result from wrong BOLD sensitivity estimation in presurgical
mapping if eloquent brain areas were resected because they were not
identified as active during the fMRI experiment.29,30

Ideally, BOLD sensitivity should be homogeneous throughout
gray matter. There are many approaches that try to achieve this by re-
ducing field inhomogeneities using Z-shimming,31 preparation gradient
pulses,6 or active shimming32 for instance. There is, however, no shim-
ming technique that can eliminate field inhomogeneities completely. Se-
lection of the most advantageous phase-encoding direction for a
given application,33 voxel size optimization,34 or slice orientation
adjustment to the region of interest35 have, therefore, been used to
reduce the susceptibility-related effects on BOLD sensitivity. Moreover,
multiecho acquisitions with weighted combination of images provide
high BOLD sensitivity for most parts of the brain.36Many other solutions
can be found in the literature, but none allows the deleterious effect of
field inhomogeneities to be entirely eliminated or corrected. In the light
of this enduring problem, the generation of accurate maps of BOLD
sensitivity is needed to provide information as to the areas where fMRI
can be regarded as reliable, and where not.

Field inhomogeneities modify image signal through increased
T2* dephasing. In addition, modulations in B0 modify the TE such that
it varies throughout the image, depending on the amplitude and sign of
susceptibility-induced field gradients. Local changes to the TE increase
or decrease the signal depending onwhether the TE is reduced or increased,
respectively. In EPI, a series of echoes is measured in a long train. The
nominal TE is defined as the time from the radiofrequency excitation to
the center of k-space, where, for a perfectly shimmed volume, a collective
echo with the highest signal occurs. Such collective echo comprises
superimposed echoes from all the spins contributing to the image. Gradi-
ents in B0 cause shifts of the echoes in k-space causing spreading and
splitting of the group of echoes, which correspond to local variations in
the TE, that is, TElocal. This effect was first described theoretically by
Hutchinson et al23 for the readout direction and by Haacke et al24 for
the phase encoding direction. The concept was experimentally verified
and the field gradients depicted by selection of local groups of echoes
in k-space by Posse et al.37 Deichmann et al6 proceeded to depict local
TEs on the basis of measured field gradients, defining BOLD sensitivity
as the product of the local TE and the magnitude signal: BS = TElocal · S.
This definition of BOLD sensitivity has been used in various stud-
ies.35,38,39 Another measure of BOLD sensitivity, the product of tSNR
and nominal TE: BS = TEnominal · tSNR, was introduced by Poser et al

39

and used as a weight in the combination of echoes from multiecho EPI.
To summarize, 4 metrics for BOLD sensitivity estimation,

described previously, can be found in the literature. The first is
based on hypercapnic experiments, such as breath-hold, and shows
BOLD sensitivity variations independent of their origin. It can be thus
treated as a criterion standard to which other metrics may be compared.
The second assumes that tSNR represents functional sensitivity,14

neglecting susceptibility-related effects onTE.The third,BS=TElocal ·S,
incorporates the effect of local variations in the TE but omits temporal
variations in the signal.6 The fourth, BS = TEnominal · tSNR, accounts for
tSNRweighted by the nominal TE (a sequence parameter), but does not
incorporate local variations in TE.39

In this article, we investigate the size and significance of varia-
tions in TElocal and tSNR in a group of healthy volunteers and patients
with brain tumors at 7 T, with a focus on the proximity of pathologies
and postoperative cavities, which are frequently encountered in pre-
surgical mapping. Strong susceptibility effects occur in these regions,
which could potentially introduce false-negative results.
© 2019 The Author(s). Published by Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Image Acquisition
Three healthy volunteers (1 female, average age of 30 ± 3) and

11 patients with brain tumors, postoperative cavities, and venous
malformations (6 female, average age of 47 ± 12) participated in the
study, which was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Medical
University of Vienna, with written informed consent. Measurements
were performed with a 7 T Siemens MAGNETOM scanner (Siemens
Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany) and a 32-channel head coil (Nova
Medical, Wilmington, MA). Time series SNR was estimated from a
5-minute run of resting state EPI with the following parameters: nominal
TE, 22 milliseconds; repetition time TR, 2000 milliseconds; 150 volumes;
receiver bandwidth RBW, 1447 Hz/pixel; partial Fourier pF = 6/8; acceler-
ation factor GRAPPA 2; the effective echo spacing (including in-plane
acceleration) Tesp, 0.39 milliseconds; matrix size, 128� 128, 40 slices;
10% gap; voxel dimensions, 1.7� 1.7� 3.0mm3; flip angle, 70 degrees;
and posterior-anterior phase encoding direction. For the calculation of the
local TE map, a multiecho GE scan was acquired with the same slice
geometry as theEPI and the following parameters: TEs, 5, 10, 16milliseconds;
TR, 658 milliseconds; pF, 6/8; GRAPPA 2; and flip angle, 46 degrees.
To establish a criterion standard measure of BOLD sensitivity against
which these metrics (ie, local TE and tSNR maps) could be compared,
one of the healthy volunteers performed 10 runs of a breath-hold task
with the same imaging parameters as in the resting state experiment
(other than that 168 volumes were acquired). Each run consisted of 3
breath-hold periods of 30 seconds, preceded by the visual instruction
“Inspire,” presented for 2 seconds, and interleaved with 4 off/rest periods
of 60 seconds. A less demanding breath-hold paradigm was used for
patients, with the following modified timing: 15 seconds breath-hold
periods, 3 seconds “Inspire” instruction, 42 seconds rest periods (111
volumes). Ten of eleven patients completed 2 runs of this experiment.
Respiration was monitored using a chest belt in both the volunteer
and patient studies.

Data Analysis
Unless otherwise stated, data analysis was performed in MATLAB

(version 2013a; MathWorks, Natick, MA). Echo planar imaging runs were
coregistered to the third echo of the GE scan (TE = 16 milliseconds), as
this had the most similar contrast to the EPI. GE field maps were derived
from the phase of the first 2 echoes in the GE scan using the Hermitian
inner product.40 These field maps were subsequently unwrapped with
PRELUDE41 and used to distort-correct the EPI time series using the
Voxel Shift Map approach.42 The mean signal and tSNR were calculated
from the unwarped EPI time series. Field gradients in the phase encoding
direction, Gy in Hz/pixel, were calculated from the field maps and used
for the derivation of the local TEmaps following thework of Chen et al43:

TElocal x; y; zð Þ ¼ TE þ ΔTE ¼ TE þ Δy x; y; zð Þ ⋅ Tesp; ½1�
with ΔTE being the difference between the local and the nominal
effective TE and Δy(x,y,z) defining a shift in the k-space in the phase-
encoding direction:

Δy x; y; zð Þ ¼ −Gy x; y; zð Þ ⋅ TE
1
My

þ Gy x; y; zð Þ ⋅ Tesp
; ½2�

where Tesp is the effective echo spacing andMy is the matrix size in the
phase encoding direction.

Thevalue ofTElocal abovewhich the signal falls outside of the k-space
acquisition window, causing so-called type II signal loss,6 was deter-
mined to be 46 milliseconds using, TElocal, max = Tesp ⋅My ⋅ pF + tdelay,
where tdelay is the total delay between radiofrequency excitation and
the beginning of data acquisition (tdelay = 8.6 milliseconds for the
www.investigativeradiology.com 341
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GE EPI used). All values for which TElocal is greater than TElocal,max

(ie, ΔTE > 24 milliseconds) were marked (white) on local TE maps
to highlight the regions in which complete signal loss was expected
and where no conclusion could be drawn about whether there was
activation at that position (ie, whether results are true- or false-negative).
In addition, the product of scaled TE #

local ¼ TElocal
TEnominal

(with the TEnominal =
22 milliseconds) and tSNR was calculated: BS ¼ TE #

local ⋅ tSNR,
representing the estimate of BOLD sensitivity, which includes both
local variations in TE, as in the work by Deichman et al6 (ie,
BS=TElocal · S), and temporal variation in signal, as inwork byPoser et al

39

(ie, BS = TEnominal · tSNR). Scaled values of local TE were used rather
than absolute values because it ensures that tSNR and TE #

local⋅ tSNR
will be equal when TElocal = TEnominal.

Regional differences in TElocal, tSNR, and TE #
local⋅ tSNR

maps were assessed using MRIcro (http://www.cabiatl.com/mricro/
mricro/).44 The breath-hold analysis was performed with FSL's
FEAT,45 combining first level (FILM) results for each run in a
second-level (FLAME) analysis.
RESULTS
The correspondence between BOLD sensitivity (for which t-maps

from the breath-hold experiments serve as a surrogate) and the local
TE, tSNR, or the product TE #

local⋅ tSNR is illustrated in Figure 1; re-
sults from a healthy volunteer. Regions close to the auditory canals with
strongly reduced TE (TElocal ≈ 13 milliseconds, at arrows in slice
3) have high tSNR (70 and above) and EPI signal, but t-values close
to zero in the breath-hold experiment (Fig. 1, BH t-map) indicating
very low BOLD sensitivity. Here the TE #

local⋅ tSNR map indices
were reduced from 70 to 80 (as in tSNR) to values below 50. To put
these results in context, according to Murphy et al,11 a tSNR of 54
would be required to obtain a significant result with a P value of 0.001
FIGURE 1. The results of the hypercapnia experiment with a healthy voluntee
detected BOLD signal changes in a breath-hold challenge (BH t-map). Slice 3:
(TElocal, at arrows) have low BOLD sensitivity despite high tSNR values. Slic
BOLD sensitivity in regions with strongly positive TElocal (at arrows) is sufficient to d
product metric TE #

local ⋅ tSNR incorporates both local TE and tSNR.
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(typically the most conservative uncorrected P value used in the
literature) and effect size of 1% in a block-designed fMRI experiment
with on/off durations similar to those used in the breath-hold
experiment in this study. Inclusion of the local TE information, as in
the TE #

local⋅ tSNR metric, shifts the indices below Murphy's value
(from 70–80 to below 50). The opposite effect to that described above –
regions with long TEs, with good breath-hold response despite low
EPI signal and tSNR values – is apparent in slice 5 and, to a lesser
extent, over a broad region in slice 7 (at arrows).

Figure 2 shows 4 axial slices of the brain from the same volun-
teer as in Figure 1 and illustrates strong spatial variations in TElocal and
tSNR maps. In slice 3, tSNR was approximately 70 close to the sinuses
and ear canals (see the 4 areas marked with arrows), which is relatively
high for these regions and above the Murphy value required to obtain
significant results (54 under the conditions specified previously). Here,
local TE values were reduced to around 11–13 milliseconds, which re-
sulted in TE #

local⋅ tSNR indices between 35 and 41, that is, below
Murphy's value. Close to the ear canals and anterior to the regions
with low TE, the TElocal exceeded 46 milliseconds, leading to type
II signal loss. These regions are marked in the TElocal and TE #

local⋅ tSNR
maps in white, indicating BOLD sensitivity equal to zero. The map of
tSNR showed values around 20 in these areas. Local TE was substan-
tially reduced in the basal ganglia (at white arrows in slice 12) and more
dorsally in the parietal lobes (slice 25). In slices 12 and 18, regions with
increased local TE (to approximately 31 milliseconds), but with no cor-
responding local changes in tSNR, are marked with pink arrows. To
summarize, even in the healthy brain, field gradients were large enough
to lead to substantial changes to the local TE. Reduction in BOLD sen-
sitivity caused by large field gradients was reflected by reduced TElocal
and TE #

local⋅ tSNR values, but not by tSNR, which was increased in these
areas due to increase in image signal. There were also regions with
increased local TE, which would be expected to have elevated BOLD
r showing differences between temporal SNR (tSNR), local echo time, and
The BH t-map confirms that regions with strongly reduced echo time
es 5 and 7 illustrate the contrary effect: the BH t-map shows that the
etect breathing-related signal changes despite low tSNR. The

© 2019 The Author(s). Published by Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc.
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FIGURE 2. A comparison of regional variation in echo time (TElocal), temporal SNR (tSNR), and the product TE #
local⋅ tSNRmaps in a representative healthy

volunteer. GE and EPI magnitudes serve as an anatomical reference. A field map shows the field gradients from which local TEs are calculated. Local TE
values ranged from 11 milliseconds to in excess of 46 milliseconds, at which time type II signal loss occurred. Strong TE reduction affected, as expected,
regions close to ear canals and sinuses (see slice 3, white arrows), but also the basal ganglia and parietal lobes (see white arrows in slice 12 and 25,
respectively). Substantial increase in TE was observed not only close to ear canals but also in frontal regions of the brain (see purple arrows in slice 12 and 18).
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sensitivity as long as the signal falls within the acquisition window.
These were characterized by a decrease in tSNR due to the reduction
in image signal.

Discrepancies between local TE and tSNR were more pro-
nounced in the patient group (Fig. 3). For each patient, a slice with
strong variation in TElocal close to the pathology and essential brain
function was chosen for the visualization of the relevant effects. For Pa-
tients 1 and 2, regions in the primary motor cortex were characterized
by local TE reduction of up to −7milliseconds (TElocal≈ 15milliseconds,
at arrow positions). In the same regions, tSNR values were rela-
tively high, that is, 70 or above. Combination of the above metrics
resulted in TE #

local⋅ tSNR less than 50. Type II signal losses are
flagged in the same figure, for example, in Patient 1, in some frontal
and mediolateral areas. In Patient 3, large region near Broca area was
characterized by TElocal ≈ 15 milliseconds. A region near the audi-
tory cortex was similarly affected in Patient 4, where the TElocal ≈
13 milliseconds. A strong “dipole-like” TElocal variation can be seen
around the postoperative cavity in Patient 5 (at arrow). A region with
reduced TE, by up to −9 milliseconds, lies close to the premotor cortex
and supplementary motor area, where tSNR values were relatively high
(around 80). In Patient 6, regions with reduced TE to 13 milliseconds
were observed in the frontal lobes, close to a surgically resected area.

The results for Patients 7 to 11 are presented in Figure 4. In
Patient 7, a small region in the primary motor cortex was character-
ized by TElocal≈ 19milliseconds, tSNR≈ 100, andTE #

local⋅ tSNR ≈86.
© 2019 The Author(s). Published by Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc.
The TElocal was substantially increased, to around 31 milliseconds, in
Patient 8, in a large region in the frontal lobes, where tSNR was rela-
tively low (around 30). The product metric,TE #

local⋅ tSNR, increased
the indices to 42, which is still belowMurphy's value of 54, however.
In Patient 9 and 10, small “dipole-like” regions with strongly varying
local TE were observed around a postoperative cavity (Patient 9) and
around a developmental venous malformation (Patient 10). In Patient
11, a large postoperative cavity caused correspondingly larger changes
in TElocal than was the case in Patient 9. In Patients 9, 10, and 11, tSNR
was intermediate in value or high (60, 120, and 100, respectively) in
regions with reduced TE. To summarize the findings in patients,
results were consistent with those in the healthy subject: TE shifts,
which modify BOLD sensitivity, were significant and gave comple-
mentary information to tSNR maps. Changes in TE were large close
to pathologies and postoperative sites. Breath-hold data were acquired
for 10 of the 11 patients who participated in the study to provide a cri-
terion standard BOLD sensitivity measure with which tSNR and local
TE maps could be compared. These were corrupted by motion arti-
facts or showed only noisy or not significant signal changes and could
not be interpreted.

DISCUSSION
The purpose of this study was to investigate spatial variations in

BOLD sensitivity in healthy volunteers and patients with brain pathol-
ogies at 7 T by mapping tSNR and spatial variations in TElocal. In many
www.investigativeradiology.com 343
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FIGURE 3. A comparison of regional variation in echo time (TElocal), temporal SNR (tSNR), and the product TE #
local⋅ tSNRmaps in Patients 1 to 6. GE and

EPI images are shown for anatomical reference. Regions such as primarymotor cortex (Patients 1 and 2), Broca area (Patient 3), auditory cortex (Patient
4), premotor cortex and supplementary motor area (Patient 5), and frontal lobes (Patient 6) were characterized by strong reduction in TE but relatively
high tSNR (see arrows).
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studies, tSNR has been used as an exclusive measure for the detectabil-
ity of BOLD signal changes.14–19 Deichmann et al,6 however, made
clear the need to include local variations in TE in the BOLD sensitivity
definition: BS = TElocal · S. The current study shows the importance of
considering both tSNR and TElocal, by utilizing the product metric
of TE #

local ⋅ tSNR , for instance, to obtain a more accurate picture of
spatial variations in BOLD sensitivity. Using breath-hold experiments
to elicit hypercapnic changes in the BOLD signal, we have shown
that where TElocal is low, magnitude images and tSNR may errone-
ously indicate that there is adequate signal to detect activation, but
344 www.investigativeradiology.com
BOLD sensitivity is, in fact, too low to do so; TElocal is reduced by
susceptibility-induced field gradients, causing the image signal to increase,
but functional sensitivity decreases as T2* contrast has less time to develop.
In such regions, tSNR overestimates the BOLD sensitivity as it is propor-
tional to the signal, but is not affected by T2* contrast changes if calcu-
lated from paradigm-free data. Where TElocal is increased, the signal is
reduced, but the T2* contrast increases. Here, tSNR underestimates
functional sensitivity unless TElocal is so long that type II signal loss
occurs, causing a large drop in tSNR and a fall in signal and BOLD
sensitivity to zero. A small residual tSNR value in regions with type
© 2019 The Author(s). Published by Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc.
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FIGURE 4. A comparison of regional variation in echo time (TElocal), temporal SNR (tSNR), and the product TE #
local ⋅ tSNRmaps in Patients 7 to 11. GE and

EPI images are shown for anatomical reference. In Patient 7, a small region close to primarymotor cortexwas characterized by low TE values (see arrow).
In Patient 8, a large region in the frontal lobes was affected by increased TE (around 31milliseconds), but relatively low tSNR (see arrow). In Patients 9 and
11, a dipole-like local TE distribution is apparent around postoperative cavities and in Patient 10 around developmental venous malformation (see
arrows). Arrows point to regions with a strong reduction in TE but relatively high tSNR, other than for Patient 8, where an area with increased TE
(around 31 milliseconds) and relatively low tSNR is indicated.
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II signal loss can occur, because, along with the signal reduction,
also noise (which enters in the denominator in tSNR) is reduced – a case
described in the Results for Figure 2.

Regions with strongly reduced TElocal (from 22 milliseconds to
approximately 11 milliseconds) but relatively high tSNR (>70) were
found close to the ear canals and sinuses in both healthy volunteers
(see Fig. 2) and patients (see Patients 3 and 4 in Fig. 3). The indices
of the product metric,TE #

local⋅ tSNR, were reduced in these regions from
70 (as in tSNR) to 35, which shifts this index from above to below the
Murphy value of 54, which is necessary to detect activation for a para-
digm similar to the breath-hold experiment used here. Additional regions
with substantially reduced local TE (to approximately 13 milliseconds)
were found close to pathologies and postoperative cavities in the patient
group. This effect was especially prominent in patients with large regions
of edema (Patient 2 in Fig. 3), postoperative cavities (Patients 1, 3, 4, 5,
and 6 in Fig. 3 and Patient 11 in Figure 4), and close to essential brain
© 2019 The Author(s). Published by Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc.
functions such as motor (Patients 1 and 2), language (Patient 3),
and auditory areas (Patient 4). This analysis suggests that both TElocal
and tSNR should be considered in the analysis of BOLD sensitivity. A
product metric of TE #

local ⋅ tSNR may be helpful in this assessment.
The EPI data in this study were acquired with posterior-anterior

phase encoding direction. Using the opposite phase encoding polarity
(anterior-posterior) causes the gradients in the field to have the opposite
sign. In that case, regions in which TE was shortened in this study
would be characterized by lengthened TE and vice versa. Both the
shortened and the lengthened TE would be expected to correspond to
reduced BOLD sensitivity compared with TE = T2*, however. Never-
theless, changing phase encoding direction is a simple means by which
functional sensitivity can be locally improved if the TE values would
otherwise be relatively short in the region of interest.33 Using alternating
phase encoding direction in the course of fMRI experiment might be
useful in applications such as resting state network analysis where the
www.investigativeradiology.com 345
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entire gray matter is of interest and certain parts of the brain would
benefit from posterior-anterior phase encoding direction, whereas,
for others, anterior-posterior phase encoding direction would be advanta-
geous. The use of an alternating phase-encode polarity would, however,
require dynamic distortion-correction,42,46 a careful assessment of other
possible effects on signal behavior and the use of high acceleration
techniques to significantly reduce the repetition time.

Only field gradients in the phase encoding direction were con-
sidered in the calculation of TElocal. Gradients in the readout direction
can maximally shift TE by half the echo spacing, which does not signif-
icantly shift the echo position.47

Echo planar imaging data were acquired with rather thick slices
in this study (3 mm) despite the through-plane dephasing which results
from this in areas affected by susceptibility effects, particularly at 7 T.
Thick slices were used to achieve whole-brain coverage in a reasonable
TR, in linewith current practice in presurgical planning. There are com-
pelling arguments for using simultaneous multislice (SMS) accelera-
tion48 to allow an increased number of thinner slices to be acquired
with the same repetition time.49 To our knowledge, however, SMS
has, to date, only been adopted in isolated cases in a presurgical planning
context, and at lower field.50 It would be expected that the effects of echo
shifts studied here would be yet more apparent when using thin-slice
SMS protocols in which intravoxel dephasing is reduced.

Inhalation of CO2-enriched air and breath holding has been used
to scale task-designed fMRI results, in an effort to account for varia-
tions in hemodynamic properties between brain regions.51,52 Such
hypercapnia experiments are affected by both temporal noise sources
as well as local TE variations. They are, however, demanding, especially
for patient populations, and can introduce a bias due to activation related
to the urge to breathe and increased respiratory work.53 Patient data from
breath-hold experiments acquired in this study were very noisy and
corrupted by large motion artifacts, supporting the findings of others that
this is a highly challenging—if not impractical—undertaking in the
clinical setting. Another normalization procedure, based on tSNRmaps
derived from resting state data, has been used to scale task-designed
fMRI results.54 This does not, however, incorporate susceptibility-
induced field effects. In addition, temporal variations in data acquired
in the resting state do not only originate from thermal, technical, and
physiological noise sources, but also from spontaneous BOLD fluctuations,
the frequency and intensity of which can also vary between different
brain regions.55 Utilization of TElocal maps in a normalization procedure in
a product with tSNR for instance (ie, TE #

local⋅ tSNR) may further reduce
the regional variability in the task-related BOLD response, bringing it
closer to the actual neuronal activation. Comparison of different nor-
malization procedures is, however, beyond the scope of this article.

Sequences other than gradient-echo EPI have been suggested for
fMRI. Spin-echo EPI is less sensitive to susceptibility-related effects
than gradient-echo EPI,56 but is also less sampling-efficient and charac-
terized by higher SAR and reduced functional sensitivity. Spiral-in/out
imaging can reduce signal dropout57 but suffers from image blurring
and can require field monitoring and sophisticated reconstruction.58

Functional sensitivity estimation can be useful for sequence and
acquisition scheme selection: choosing between spin-echo or gradient-echo
EPI,59,60 single-echo or multiecho EPI,36,39 selecting the number of slices
to excite simultaneously in multiband/SMS acquisitions,48 or in optimizing
protocol parameters, such as selecting optimal TE, resolution, flip angle,
acceleration factors (with spatially varying g-factors related to them), or
phase encoding direction.35 Correct conclusions can be drawn using the
definition of Deichmann et al (BS = TElocal · S) when comparing measure-
ments in which the signal temporal standard deviation is expected to be
equal, as in the study by Weiskopf et al.35 For protocols with different
resolution or acquisition schemes, the tSNRmust be included explicitly
in the BOLD sensitivity estimation. An additional metric valuable in the
comparison of different fMRI acquisition schemes is functional
contrast-to-noise ratio, in which the effect size of a specific paradigm
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ismultiplied by tSNR. Thismeasure is sensitive to both local TE variations,
which alter the effect size and temporal signal fluctuations. It is, however,
associated with a specific paradigm depending on the intensity of regional
stimuli. Functional contrast-to-noise ratio can thus be used as a guideline
when selecting the acquisition scheme for a given functional task, but
cannot help in evaluating false-negatives and the global, paradigm-
independent BOLD sensitivity, unless the effect size is estimated from
a hypercapnic experiment.

Local TE values can be used not only to estimate BOLD sensi-
tivity, but also to correct EPI-based ΔB0 field maps or T2* maps. In
the expression for ΔB0, the TE occurs in the denominator and is as-
sumed to be univalued throughout the object and equal to the nominal
TE.61 This is generally true for GE-based field maps, where the TE is
well defined (with only very small TE variations in the readout direction
possible). Strong deviations in TE in EPI may make the correction of
EPI-based ΔB0 maps by the local TE effects necessary. This could be
especially relevant in EPI-based quantitative susceptibility mapping,62–64

where derived susceptibility values depend on the accuracy of ΔB0.
Similarly, in T2* mapping with EPI, a nominal TE is used for the esti-
mation of the tissue-specific T2* values,39,65 although the use of local
TE values is more appropriate. The correction of ΔB0 and T2* maps
with local TE values pose interesting questions for the future.

Although EPI in this study were distortion-corrected using
GE-based field maps, some residual distortions can be seen at the brain
boundaries. These occur because static distortion-correction is not ac-
curate in the presence of motion.66 A dynamic EPI-based fieldmapping
approach could be used,42,67,68 but local TE effects in ΔB0 maps would
have to assessed and corrected to be able to examine the effects of inter-
est in this study, as mentioned in the preceding section. Here, care was
taken to compare only regions with a good geometric correspondence
between GE and distortion-corrected EPI.

Performing BOLD sensitivity estimation using both TElocal and
tSNR maps requires little additional measurement time. In this study,
a resting state EPI scan lasting 5 minutes for tSNR estimation and a
GE scan with an acquisition time of 30 seconds for the local TE calcula-
tion were used. Resting state data is often acquired together with task
fMRI to provide complementary information about functional localiza-
tion,69 brain connectivity,70,71 or for the normalization of activation re-
sults,54 and a GE scan is commonly acquired for field mapping-based
distortion-correction of functional data.21,61 We have shown that addi-
tional information about potential false-negatives close to pathologies
and postoperative cavities can be gained from GE and resting state EPI
scans. BOLD sensitivity estimation using TElocal and tSNR is not only at-
tractive for clinical fMRI studies but also in basic neuroscience applica-
tions, where in problematic regions, such as the anterior medial-temporal
lobe, some of the spatial variability in activation may be explained not by
mental processes or physiology72 but by susceptibility-related effects.

In conclusion, susceptibility-induced field gradients were shown
to lead to substantial regional variations in the effective TE at 7 T – from
11 milliseconds to above 46 milliseconds (where type II signal losses
occurred) – close to the ear canals and sinuses as well as in the proxim-
ity of pathologies and postoperative cavities, near to essential brain
functions. Regions with a low effective TE are characterized by a rela-
tively high signal and tSNR. In such cases, considering tSNR but
neglecting local changes in TE leads to an overestimation of BOLD
sensitivity, as it has been proven using breath-hold experiment as a cri-
terion standard. It is thus important to assess both local changes in the
TE and tSNR to obtain reliable BOLD sensitivity estimates and to iden-
tify potential false-negative results, particularly in presurgical planning
at ultrahigh field.
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